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See other versions here Pedal steppers and bicycles Pedal steppers For brief exercise of the feet, as well as for walking, there
are Pedal Steppers. Two pedals are used for each foot. Each pedal pivots like a foot-pedal on a bicycle, with the difference that
there is no chain or other type of drive, but there is a freewheel and a clutch mechanism. The freewheel enables the movement
to be free, so that the user can choose the walking speed. The mechanism prevents the rotation when the user's feet are off the
pedals. Each stepper has a maximum speed of about 40km/h. At speeds above this, the freewheel is overcome, so that the
rotation continues. There are two types of steppers: Dual-deck pedal steppers The dual-deck steppers have two drive levels, as
they are capable of higher speeds. A maximum speed of 70km/h is common. They are often supplied with 3 or 5 speeds and a
brake. Single-deck pedal steppers The single-deck steppers have only one speed. They are usually supplied with 3 speeds and a
brake. Bicycles Bicycles can have many different configurations, depending on the type of use and the intended conditions of
use. Different types of bicycles include Road bicycles Road racing bicycles Street bicycles Mountain bikes Track bicycles
Tricycles Recreation bicycles Children's bicycles Bicycles can also be designed to be more comfortable for riders. These are
often called "hybrid bicycles" and can be made in various combinations. The most common type of hybrid bicycles is the
"mountain bike", which combines the comfort and efficiency of a road bicycle with the low-impact, efficient ride of a mountain
bike. Other hybrids are designed for off-road riding, such as all-terrain, hiking, BMX, and cyclocross. Bicycles are widely used
in many sports and activities. Road bikes are commonly used for touring, recreational rides, and commuting, while racing bikes
are common for track cycling, road cycling, and mountain biking. A growing number of mountain bikers use racing-styled
frames and bicycles for off-road riding, and road racing bikes are also now built with narrower tires and tread for specific,
rugged terrain and cycling. Mountain biking also has a growing following for recreational riding and 'enduro 82157476af
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